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1 PURPOSE OF THE DOCUMENT 

1.1 Document structure 

This document describes the design of the deployment and monitoring subsystems of the Adeptness 

framework. These subsystems are the basis for other subsystems as e.g., the validation or the uncertainty 

detection subsystems. 

Section 2 introduces the scope of the deliverable. Section 3 reviews some already existing deployment tools 

apart from those pointed out in Annex B of D1.1 [1], that have been searched from two perspectives: 

deployment of a containerized microservices and deployment of generic file packages. 

Section 4 details the architectural design of the deployment subsystem and its microservices. It covers two 

approaches, one based on docker compose optimized to run at the edge with the required level of security, 

and the other one based on Kubernetes, that provides redundancy and could enable additional services such 

as load balancing. Section 5 covers the monitoring capabilities of the Adeptness framework, that are needed 

not only for the deployment subsystems but also for other subsystems (e.g., validation and uncertainty 

detection subsystems). Section 6 proposes advanced deployment techniques based on AI and monitoring, 

and finally, Section 7 summarizes the deliverable. 

1.2 Deviations from the original Description in the Grant Agreement Annex 1 Part A 

1.2.1 Description of work related to deliverable in GA Annex 1 – Part A 

There are no deviations with respect to work of this deliverable. 

1.2.2 Time deviations from original planning in GA Annex 1 – Part A 

There are no deviations with respect to work of this deliverable. 

1.2.3 Context deviations from the original plan in GA Annex 1 – Part A 

There are no deviations from the Annex 1. 

  



 

   

2 INTRODUCTION 

The Adeptness architecture developed in WP1 describes a set of subsystems that interact following the 

workflow detailed in WP5. This deliverable covers the design of two of the subsystems on which the rest of 

the subsystems rely. On the one hand, the deployment subsystem enables the deployment of all the software 

artifacts that must be considered when instantiating the Adeptness toolchain over the distributed hardware 

infrastructure that conforms the CPSoS. These software artifacts include, among others, the SUT (System 

Under Test), the operational data monitors, the oracles that issue the verdict, the domain specific validation 

elements (e.g., simulators), configuration files, or other Adeptness services like e.g., the uncertainty detection 

microservice. Therefore, the deployment subsystem enables the execution of all the functionalities that the 

Adeptness framework provides: CPSoS monitoring, validation, uncertainty detection, test regeneration and 

system recovery. The deployment of the different artifacts is specified in a deployment plan. This plan can be 

defined as standalone, for instance to deploy a new software version in a remote CPSoS, or can be part of a 

higher level “Adeptness plan” that could include also a monitoring plan and a validation plan.  

On the other hand, the monitoring subsystem enables the recollection of operational data for several 

purposes. Like the deployment plan, the monitoring of a CPSoS is specified in a monitoring plan, that can 

serve only for monitoring purposes or can be used in a higher level “Adeptness plan” as the basis for other 

services such as e.g., validation or uncertainty detection. The monitoring plan relies on a monitoring 

orchestrator that parses the monitoring plan and configures monitors that are distributed on the edge 

connected to the physical fieldbuses. Then, the different Adeptness services can subscribe to the operational 

data published by the monitors and perform their functionality. In this sense, the monitoring subsystem is the 

key enabler of the advanced deployment techniques pointed out in Section 6, and this is the reason to include 

the monitoring subsystem in this deliverable. 

  



 

   

3 CONTINUOUS DEPLOYMENT TOOLS BASELINE 

Starting from the CI/CD automation tools analysed in Annex B of D1.1, this chapter deepens on some of them 

and identifies additional deployment tools that have been searched from two perspectives: deployment of a 

containerized microservices and deployment of generic file packages. This is due to two reasons: (1) the 

proposed architecture in D1.1 is microservice oriented and (2) some specificities of the industrial use case 

providers require the deployment of generic artifacts (executable components, configuration files, etc.) related 

to specific validation tools (e.g., domain specific simulators). 

This chapter points out the toolchain baseline that has been selected to cover the needs and requirements 

coming from deliverable D1.1 [1]. For such purpose, several existing tools that have been analysed and 

selected. On the one hand, Jenkins (Section 3.1) has been selected as the automation server for Adeptness, 

as it is highly customizable and flexible enough for the orchestration of the Adeptness workflow that is 

specified in WP5.  

On the other hand, Kubernetes (Section 3.2) and Docker Compose (Section 3.3) are the technological baseline 

of the Adeptness deployment subsystem. They both complement each other: the deployer based on Docker 

Compose provides the required level of connectivity and security needed in some industrial use cases that do 

not allow open ports in the edge nodes, as it uses MQTT as transport mechanisms. On the other hand, the 

deployer based in K8s serves as a fault tolerant alternative deployment mechanism when the MQTT broker 

fails, and also provides native load balancing between the edge nodes.  

Regarding the deployment of generic files, Sections 3.4 and 3.5 point out two package managers that could 

in the future extend the deployment subsystem, as they provide not only file deployment functionality, but 

also dependency management. They are only included with this intention, and they will not be used in the 

project because of their limitations: Maven is Java specific, and Conan implies a methodological change 

consisting in using the framework at the implementation phase, which is too restrictive for Adeptness. 

3.1 Jenkins 

Jenkins is an open-source automation server written in Java. It is published under MIT License and written by 

Oracle. Complete documentation of Jenkins, including related projects and plugins can be found on GitHub 

(https://github.com/jenkinsci). Jenkins is very useful in the implementation of projects, which use CI/CD, since 

it can be easily extended and supports large number of third-party frameworks. An extensive community 

around Jenkins has been built due to integration possibilities of the most common version control, and build 

and testing tools, as well as the integration of shell scripts and Windows batch commands. 

Building, testing and deploying software projects are some of the process steps that are easily automated 

with the help of the web-based system. Automation job procedures in Jenkins are specified by providing 

Jenkins’ pipeline scripts that are written in Groovy language. A pipeline is a collection of individual automation 

steps, and it defines a Jenkins job. They can be easily combined into an automated workflow. Pipelines make 

easier to debug errors that occur while a job is executing and at the same time, to monitor the process at a 

granularity, which is configured by the user. 

In order to guarantee the system reliability and scalability, Jenkins is mostly set up according to the 

master/agent pattern. The recommendation is to detach the execution of jobs from the Jenkins master, and 

https://github.com/jenkinsci


 

   

to delegate those tasks to the Jenkins agent nodes to prevent clogging of master nodes. Scaling can be 

achieved by adding or removing agent nodes. 

Some of the main advantages of Jenkins is that it is highly customizable and very flexible. This fact eases the 

interaction with the different orchestrators that drive the deployment, monitoring and validation tasks. It 

provides the required level of system control and thus has been selected as the automation server for 

Adeptness. 

3.2 Kubernetes 

3.2.1 K8s 

Kubernetes (commonly referred as K8s) is an open-source orchestration tool for automating and managing 

container applications. Kubernetes is written in the Go programming language and represents a user-friendly 

and powerful platform to maintaining, deploying and scaling containers and container applications. It is based 

on “Borg“, that is developed in C++ programming language, and Google used it for container-oriented cluster 

management. Since the beginning, Kubernetes is maintained by Cloud Native Computing Foundation (CNCF). 

MS Azure, Amazon EKS, IBM Cloud and RedHat OpenShift offer orchestration platforms that are based on 

K8s (PaaS) or infrastructure that can host Kubernetes clusters (IaaS). A wide range of business cases can be 

covered by K8s. Kubernetes allows managing and hosting groups of Linux containers as clusters, by allowing 

container management of hundreds of containers resiliently by automating deployment, scaling and 

networking. 

It is important to understand some key concepts Kubernetes is based on, to be able to understand its benefits 

compared to hosting containers without an orchestrator. A deployed Kubernetes instance comes with a 

cluster, that is a set of nodes. Nodes are physical or virtual machines, on which container applications are 

being run. Single-node cluster is minimal Kubernetes cluster configuration. Worker nodes host Pods, that are 

sets of running containers representing organizational units that are the application workload components. 

In order to provide the Kubernetes runtime environment and maintain running pods, specific node 

components have to run on each worker node. Some of these mandatory node components are: the kubelet, 

which is an agent that makes sure that containers are running in desired pod; a kube proxy that represents a 

network proxy to allow exposing an app running on different Pods as a service; and a container runtime, 

whose task is to host containers on nodes. Machines can play the role of worker node, as well as the role of 

a master node as part of the control plane, responsible for orchestration and workload distribution within the 

cluster. It runs the Kubernetes API server that represents the cluster front-end by exposing the Kubernetes 

API, a kube scheduler being responsible for assigning newly created pods to nodes, an etcd key value store 

to store the cluster data, and also the kube controller manager that runs controller processes and manages 

the cluster state. 

When talking about production environments, the control planes in them consist of multiple nodes, that form 

a high-availability cluster, so this ensures resiliency against failure of single nodes within the control plane. In 

production-like environments, it is recommended that nodes should be used either as a part of control plane 

or as worker nodes. This way, the machines will avoid congesting and slowing down, since that could have a 

negative effect on the performance of the cluster. 



 

   

The explained concepts allow K8s to provide comprehensive orchestration capabilities for managing even 

thousands of containers and for automating the container lifecycle handling. By exposing containers using 

their IP address or DNS name the platform’s networking features enable service discovery. It also takes 

overload balancing by distributing traffic in cases of high demand. Moreover, Kubernetes is used to improve 

efficiency of resource usage by fitting containers onto nodes, according to memory and CPU requirements 

provided by the user. K8s introduces self-healing functionality for containers. When failure occurs or 

containers do not respond to health checks, containers are then automatically restarted, replaced or killed. 

As IT security is vital issue, particularly in large distributed systems, users can store and manage sensitive data 

like passwords, PKI keys or tokens without exposing secrets in their stack configuration or without rebuilding 

container images. 

While offering a lot of features out-of-the-box, the orchestration system provides freedom of choice, when it 

comes to selection of the overall tool stack for containerized landscapes. There is a plenty of supported 

storage systems, that can automatically be mounted, as well as multiple container runtime platforms like 

Docker, containerd or CRI-O. 

3.2.2 K3s 

K3s is a fully compliant CNCF certified Kubernetes distribution. It is developed by Rancher Labs and its focus 

is to provide an easy setup and to use container orchestration based on Kubernetes. It is generally referred 

as a lightweight Kubernetes distribution.  

The K3s setup is wrapped as a single binary, and it takes less than 100 MB of memory. K3s contains all 

Kubernetes control plane components and runs in a single process. Rancher Labs removed some of the 

Kubernetes’ drivers that are non-mandatory for the core functionality. However, they can still be applied as 

optional add-ons. This way, small hosts like Raspberry Pi can use K3s, therefore it allows appliances in IoT 

setups. In contrast to K8s, its default storage mechanism is a lightweight storage back-end based on sqlite3, 

but other services like Postgres, MySQL or etcd3 are also supported. In order to represent a stable light 

framework, Rancher Labs contains reasonable configuration defaults for providing a secure environment with 

services like: a service loadbalancer, a local storage provider, a helm controller and an ingress controller. As 

K3s is a CNCF certified Kubernetes distribution, yaml configurations can be applied to it, as well as K8s.  

The previous explanation of the two orchestration platforms already gives some indication of when to employ 

which distribution. Although setting up a functional Kubernetes environment takes more effort and 

knowledge, the framework is highly recommended for experienced cluster administrators, who need to build 

up a distributed and sophisticated production environment. Despite setting up a high availability Kubernetes 

cluster consumes more resources and nodes than using K3s, in vast application landscapes, the resource 

overhead induced by the orchestration platform becomes minimal as the demand for individual configuration 

grows. 

When time or resources are limited, or when deep understanding of Kubernetes is not available at the time, 

K3s should be the distribution of choice. Because a functional K3s cluster can be set up in minutes, it is 

frequently used to offer a development or staging environment for testing configuration, before it is 

transferred to a production K8s environment. K3s is also commonly used for research projects to provide a 

stable platform without incurring additional configuration overhead due to its simple and quick setup. Because 

of its modest size, the lightweight distribution can run on small appliances like a Raspberry Pi, allowing 



 

   

container orchestration to be introduced into Internet of Things (IoT) systems. In terms of cost, adopting K3s 

rather than Kubernetes can save money, especially for small applications, because resources like CPUs and 

memory can be conserved. 

3.3 Docker compose 

Compose is a tool that allows defining and running multi-container Docker applications. Compose relies on 

the Docker Engine, an open-source technology published under the Apache License 2.0 that enables 

building and running applications under containers. Delivering applications packaged inside containers 

enables isolating the application dependencies and improves the portability, scalability, and testability.  

Compose defines a YAML file specification that allows interacting with all the elements of the Docker Engine 

by abstracting the Docker engine's API. Using a single compose file, a full microservice-based application can 

be configured and deployed. This includes creating persistent Docker volumes, defining Docker internal 

networks and configuring the containerized application. 

Compose allows defining and deploying containerized applications locally, but it doesn’t define any 

mechanism to deploy applications to remote nodes. Nevertheless, using compose together with other 

deployment solutions like Docker Swarm would enable to deploy and update applications packaged inside 

containers.  

3.4 Maven  

Apache Maven is a tool that allows to build and manage any Java-based project. To do that, Maven focuses 

on making the build process easy, providing a uniform build system, providing quality project information, 

and encouraging better development practices. In this context, Maven allows to deploy artifacts, but it limits 

its reach to putting the generated artifacts on a repository, it does not have capabilities to deploy such artifacts 

on the devices where they are supposed to run on. 

Maven is used primarily for Java projects, but it can also be used to manage C#, Ruby, Scala and other 

programming language projects. A Project Object Model (POM) file is used to manage Maven projects, and 

with that POM, Maven takes care of the dependencies of the project.  

Although Maven also provides a site and documentation tool, extends Ant to enable dependencies 

downloads and also provides reusable Ant scriptlets, these are not the main focus of Maven, they are 

additional capabilities. 

3.5 Conan 

Conan is an open-source multiplatform package manager to create and share native binaries for C and C++ 

development. Conan also improves the handling of dependencies in projects where there is a huge number 

of external libraries. The Conan package manager not only makes handling external dependencies easy but 

also improves the deployment process of packages. Windows, Linux, and even bare metal are among the 

platforms supported. Conan is a decentralized package manager with a client-server architecture. This means 

that clients can fetch packages from, as well as upload packages to, different servers (“remotes”), similar to 

the “git” push-pull model to/from git remotes. 



 

   

One of the most powerful features of Conan is that it can create and manage pre-compiled binaries for any 

possible platform and configuration. Using pre-compiled binaries and avoiding repeatedly building from 

source, save a lot of time to developers and Continuous Integration servers, while also improving the 

reproducibility and traceability of artifacts. A package is defined by a “conanfile.py”, a file that defines the 

package dependencies, the sources, how to build the binaries from sources, etc. One package “conanfile.py” 

recipe can generate any arbitrary number of binaries, one for each different platform and configuration: 

operating system, architecture, compiler, build type, etc.  

On a high level, the servers are just a package storage. They do not build nor create the packages. The 

packages are created by the client, and if binaries are built from sources, that compilation is also done by the 

client application. The Conan server is a small server distributed together with the Conan client. JFrog 

Artifactory is the natural server to host the packages generated by Conan and has a community version. 

Currently, Conan integration allows Conan users to set GitLab as the remote registry for their packages. Users 

will be able to set the remote and upload and install packages from GitLab’s registry. GitLab creates the unique 

opportunity to have the code and package generated from the code living in the same place, freeing users 

from having to manage multiple services to store packages and code separately and still have them working 

together. This will open up many possibilities in utilizing GitLab’s CI pipelines to build and consume these 

packages automatically. 

3.6 Conclusions 

Within software deployment tools we can find widely used commercial tools such as XL Deploy, UrbanCode 

Deploy or AWS CodeDeploy, and newly developed research tools like GeneSIS, SMADA, or URANO. The 

features that can be considered in software deployment tools can include, among others, the following: 

• Pre-conditions: criteria to be met before starting the deployment. 

• Post-conditions: Conditions to be verified after the deployment is completed to ensure the process 

succeeded. 

• Features: hardware, software and communication interface requirements or/and the allocation of the 

artefact. 

• Rollback: Rollback policy in case of deployment failure. 

• Availability: Availability of the device during deployment (e.g., maximum downtime of the device to 

perform the deploy) 

• Resources: Hardware, software (e.g., installed OS) and communication networks (e.g., CAN, Ethernet) 

that the deployment subsystem is going to deal with. 

• Repository: requirements for the artifact storage. 

• Orchestration: ability to automate the process. 

• Configuration: configuration files to determine the behaviour of configurable artefacts. 

• Dependencies: establishment of dependency relationships between artefacts. 

• Monitoring: specifying the metrics to be monitored during and after deployment. 

Adeptness adds another requirement to these generic features: the deployment mechanism shall support the 

deployment of both (1) containers and (2) generic files. For such purpose the baseline of tools that are 

described through sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 have been selected.  



 

   

4 DEPLOYMENT METHODS ON ADEPTNESS FRAMEWORK 

4.1 Adeptness deployment toolchain 

The Adeptness deployment toolchain is responsible of the installation at each of the nodes of the 

microservices required to carry out either a monitoring plan, a validation plan, or both. Basically, there exist 

two complementary deployment approaches, one based on Docker Compose and MQTT (Section 4.3) and 

another one based on K8s (Section 4.2). 

These two approaches are complementary and could work simultaneously. This is an advantage as it provides 

redundancy, which is required for dependable CPSoS. 

On the other hand, the first approach is based on microservices (Deployment Orchestrator & Deployment 

Agent) and thus is independent of the CI automation tool. Although Adeptness proposes Jenkins, the 

deployment subsystem could be integrated in any other tool. 

The deployment subsystem will manage the execution of a deployment plan, which includes the deployment 

and execution of the microservices included in the plan. Additionally, it covers the un-deployment of the 

deployed components or the management of eventual deployment errors.  

The figure below depicts the architecture of the deployment subsystem. 

 

 

  Fig. 4.1 Connections of the Deployment subsystem components 

 



 

   

Basically, the deployment plan is injected from an external tool (e.g., Jenkins) into the deployment 

orchestrator, which commands the execution of the deployment plan, splitting it in deployment orders for 

each of the edge nodes involved. In the case of the Docker compose approach, these orders are published 

through MQTT. The deployment agents subscribe to the MQTT topic and perform the download of the 

required containers (or generic files) into the edge nodes. 

The execution of a deployment plan can be initiated in two ways or use cases: 

(1) A code commit to code repository triggers a Jenkins CI build and the execution of a deployment 

plan. Jenkins CI also provides a configuration for deployment toolchain and a deployment plan. Build 

server and Jenkins CI will store deployment artefacts to registry and notify deployment subsystem 

about current changes. The deployment subsystem should trigger a deployment at a convenient 

time to avoid errors and optionally can facilitate recovery request and redeploy SW artefacts. 

(2) A manual trigger of a deployment plan execution can be triggered from the TaaS web console for 

instance to deploy a new software version that is already validated. 

4.2 Kubernetes approach 

The approach with Kubernetes (K8s and K3s) is one of the two approaches that is used for Deployment. Figure 

4.2 shows the how the components in the project are connected.  

 

  Fig. 4.2 The architecture 



 

   

After a developer commits changes on GitHub or GitLab, the job in Jenkins defined by a pipeline starts. The 

job can also be started manually. The repository is pulled from Git to the Jenkins Build Agent, where the image 

is created. The image is later pushed to the Docker Registry and deployed using Kubernetes either to the 

ADEPTNESS cloud or to the fog. If it should be deployed to the ADEPTNESS Cloud, then the ordinary 

Kubernetes (K8s) is used. If the image should be deployed to a device in the fog, the deployment is done with 

the lightweight Kubernetes (K3s). In both cases, Kubernetes orchestrator has two components – Server and 

Clients. Kubernetes server receives a deployment plan from Jenkins, and it is connected to a Kubernetes Client 

via secure connection.  

Fig. 4.3 provides an abstract interaction between individual components if K3s orchestrator is used. Jenkins 

Master and ADEPTNESS Deployment Microservice enable deployment plan, convert it into K3s deployment 

plan format (json or yaml), and send it to K3s Server. This depicts configuration of Deployment Service. 

 

  Fig. 4.3 Sequence diagram for Configuration of Deployment Service 

After the commit in the Git repository, pre-deployment build and integration are triggered. Jenkins Master 

synchronizes with Git repository and pull the repository and build it on the Jenkins agent. The image is created 

and Jenkins Master orders pushing the image to the Docker registry. The system is ready for the deployment. 

This is depicted in Fig. 4.4. 



 

   

 

  

  Fig. 4.4 Sequence diagram for Pre-Deployment Build and Integration 

Fig. 4.5 provides an abstract communication protocol between individual components during the deployment 

phase. An ADEPTNESS Microservice requests Service Status update from Jenkins Master, and afterwards also 

Kubernetes deployment. Kubernetes Server deploys the service to the Client node relying on the deployment 

plan. If the deployment is successful, the information is sent back as a status update to the ADEPTNESS 

Deployment Microservice. 



 

   

  

  Fig. 4.5 Sequence diagram for Deployment 

4.2.1 Implementation 

All of the used machines are using Ubuntu 18.04. distribution. 

Jenkins v2 263.3 is set up and configured on 128.131.58.62. This machine serves as Jenkins Master and Java 

(openjdk v11.0.10) and Docker 19.03.4 are installed on it.  

Jenkins UI is accessible on 128.131.58.62:8080. In Jenkins UI, some of the non-default plugins are installed: 

Docker, Docker Commons, Docker Pipeline, Git, GitHub, Kubernetes, Kubernetes Client API, Kubernetes 

Credentials, Locale plugin. 

There are two machines serving as Jenkins agents or Jenkins slaves – labelled as “jenkinsagent” and “kube”. 

Jenkins agent “jenkinsagent” is on the machine 128.131.58.63, while “kube” is on 128.131.58.64. On both of 

them, Java (openjdk v11.0.10), Docker 19.03.4 and kubectl 1.20.4 are installed. On “kube”, k3s is installed 

(v1.20.4+k3s1), and serves as K3s Master or K3s Server. In this example, it will be used as a deployment node. 

The registry used in the example is configured as Docker registry on 128.131.58.68, port 5000. Docker 20.10.1 

is installed on this machine. There were minor adjustments on the other machines so they can use this registry. 

The created job in Jenkins is triggered either manually (on click) or automatically (via Githook). After the 

trigger, Jenkins will obtain the Pipeline from Source Control Management (SCM), which will be a locally cloned 

Git repository, whose structure is shown in Fig. 4.6a. The pipeline is given in jenkins/Jenkinsfile. Folder src 

contains test-related files, and they are omitted from the figure, as not important. 



 

   

  

Fig. 4.6a Repository structure 

 

In Fig. 4.6b, the example for the deployment pipeline is shown. The Jenkins pipeline (jenkins/Jenkinsfile) is 

written in Groovy language. There are two syntaxes for Jenkins pipelines. One is Scripted Pipeline syntax, and 

the other is Declarative Pipeline syntax. The example presented here uses Declarative Pipeline syntax. 

The environment block defines global variables that will be used in the pipeline, such as “dockerImage” and 

“dockerImage2” variables, as well as the registry’s IP address. 

The pipeline in general consists of stages, and each stage consists of steps. In this example, there are five 

stages: 

1. Build 

2. Build image 

3. Push image to the registry 

4. Pull image from the registry 

5. Deploy the image 

In the first stage (Build), the Docker image “maven:3-alpine” is downloaded (if it is not already available on 

the machine) and run as a separate container. That container serves as the short-lived agent which Jenkins 

uses in the first stage. In that agent the following steps are executed: running the Maven command to cleanly 

build the Java application, without running tests is used, and afterwards the Maven command for running the 

unit test on the application, which also generate a Junit XML report on the Jenkins machine. After that the 

shell script “./jenkins/scripts/deliver.sh” from the repository is run. That script installs the Maven-build Java 

application into local Maven repository, extracts the name and version of the project’s pom.xml file, and finally 

runs and outputs the execution of the Java application to the Jenkins UI. In this example, file “my-app-1.0-

SNAPSHOT.jar” is created, and later stashed with the next command as “ARTEFACT”. 



 

   

In the second stage (Build image), Jenkins build agent machine is used as agebt, labelled in Jenkins as 

“jenkinsagent”. In that machine, “ARTEFACT” is unstashed – the .jar file is copied from the previous stage’s 

Docker container to this machine. With that .jar file, the Docker image is built using the Dockerfile from the 

repository (Fig. 4.7), and the created Docker image is named “example”. 

In the third stage (Push image to the registry), the same machine (“jenkinsagent”) is used. The image created 

in the previous stage is tagged with two tags: ${env.BUILD_NUMBER} and “latest” and uploaded (pushed) to 

the registry (128.131.58.63:5000). The first tag is the build number of the pipeline, and after every build 

(successful or unsuccessful), it is increased by one. The second tag symbolizes that that version of the image 

is the newest, and previous “latest” tag is updated after a new push to the registry. Two shell scripts are 

showing tags of all versions of image “example” added to the registry. This way, it is clear that the newest 

version of image is added. 

In the fourth stage (Pull image from the registry), the machine labelled as “kube” is used as the agent. The 

latest version of the image (“example:latest”) is pulled from the registry to "kube” machine. This shows that 

the registry is functionable.  The machine “kube” is actually Kubernetes server or controller. 

In the fifth and final stage (Deploy image), the same agent like in the fourth stage is used (“kube”). By using 

shell command “sh ‘kubectl apply myweb.yaml’”, the deployment plan configured in the file “myweb.yaml” 

(shown in Fig. 4.8) is applied. The abovementioned file should already exist on the machine “kube”, or the Git 

repository should be cloned on that machine. The rest of commands are useful for troubleshooting, as well 

as verifying that a Kubernetes cluster is set up. 

pipeline { 

    environment { 

        registry = "http://128.131.58.68:5000"  

        dockerImage = '' 

        dockerImage2 = '' 

    } 

      

    agent none 

     

    stages { 

        stage('Build') { 

            agent { 

                docker { 

                    image 'maven:3-alpine' 

                    args '-u root' 

                } 

            } 

            steps { 

                sh 'mvn -B -DskipTests clean package' 

                sh 'mvn test' 

                sh './jenkins/scripts/deliver.sh' 

                stash includes: 'target/my-app-1.0-SNAPSHOT.jar', name:↩ 

                                                          'ARTEFACT' 

            } 

        } 

  

        stage('Build image') { 

            agent{ label 'jenkinsagent' } 

            steps { 

                dir("ARTEFACT"){     

                    unstash 'ARTEFACT' 



 

   

                } 

                script{ 

                    docker.withRegistry(registry) { 

                        dockerImage = docker.build ("example") 

                    } 

                } 

            }     

        } 

  

        stage('Push image to the registry') { 

            agent{ label 'jenkinsagent' } 

            steps{ 

                sh 'curl -X GET 128.131.58.63:5000/v2/example/tags/list' 

                script{ 

                    docker.withRegistry(registry) { 

                        dockerImage.push("${env.BUILD_NUMBER}") 

                        dockerImage.push("latest") 

                    } 

                } 

                sh 'curl -X GET 128.131.58.63:5000/v2/example/tags/list' 

            } 

        } 

  

        stage('Pull image from the registry') { 

            agent{ label 'kube' } 

            steps{ 

                script{ 

                    docker.withRegistry(registry) { 

                        dockerImage2 = docker.image("example:latest") 

                        dockerImage2.pull() 

                    } 

                }  

            } 

        } 

  

        stage('Deploy the image') { 

            agent{ label 'kube' } 

            steps{ 

                sh 'pwd' 

                sh 'ls' 

                sh 'kubectl config view' 

                sh 'kubectl apply -f myweb.yaml' 

            } 

        } 

    }     

} 

 

  Fig. 4.6b Jenkins Pipeline, given in Jenkinsfile 

FROM java:8  
COPY target/my-app-1.0-SNAPSHOT.jar my-app-1.0-SNAPSHOT.jar 
EXPOSE 8083 
CMD ["java", "-jar", "my-app-1.0-SNAPSHOT.jar"] 

  Fig. 4.7 Dockerfile 

The deployment plan in “myweb.yaml” will be now explained. This yaml file consists of two parts: 

1. Deployment 



 

   

The deployment is basically a set of resources to be managed as one unit. The API version is set up as 

“apps/v1”. It is specified that Deployment will be created. The name of the Deployment and its label are set 

as “myweb-deployment” and “app: myweb”, respectively. The deployment in this example should always have 

exactly three running replicas. Kubernetes is widely used because of redundancy of the resources. The objects 

of this deployment are under the template part: the specification makes sure that containers are running 

instances of the pulled image from the registry. Because of the selector specification, only the pods that match 

the desired label (“app: myweb”) are included in this deployment. 

2. Service 

After defining the pods and the deployment that creates them, the access to the pod-set is needed even in 

the case pods are lost or recreated. This should be transparent to any application or other pods that are trying 

to access the pod-set. That is the reason why the Service is used. Name of the Service and its label are set as 

“myweb-service” and “app: myweb”, respectively. The selector specification is “app: myweb” to match and 

identify the pods in the “myweb-deployment”. As the deployment and the pods have the same label, all 

incoming requests to this service are going to be automatically routed to the “myweb-deployment”. The 

service type is NodePort and it points to the myweb-deployment. Using NodePort, the “myweb-service” on 

all Kubernetes nodes via port 32223 can be accessed. 

 

--- 
apiVersion: apps/v1 
kind: Deployment 
metadata: 
  labels: 
    app: myweb 

  name: myweb-deployment 

spec: 
  replicas: 3 
  selector: 
    matchLabels: 
      app: myweb 

  template: 
    metadata: 
      labels: 
        app: myweb 

    spec: 
      containers: 
      - image: 128.131.58.68:5000/example:latest 

        imagePullPolicy: Always 
        name: myweb 

        ports: 
        - containerPort: 80 

  
--- 
apiVersion: v1 
kind: Service 
metadata: 
  labels: 
    app: myweb 

  name: myweb-service 

spec: 

  ports: 

  - nodePort: 32223 



 

   

    port: 80 
    protocol: TCP 
    targetPort: 80 
  selector: 
    app: myweb 

  type: NodePort 

  Fig. 4.8 File myweb.yaml 

 

After manually building the pipeline, or waiting for the automatic build, which is triggered by commit to the 

repository, the pipeline goes through all of the stages, and Jenkins UI’s stage view is shown in Fig. 4.9. 

 

  Fig. 4.9 Stage view in Jenkins UI 

 

 

  



 

   

4.3 Docker-compose asynchronuos approach 

The second approach to the deployment subsystem is based on docker compose. The overall sequence of a 

deployment is depicted in the following figure, which includes all the synchronous (REST) and asynchronous 

(MQTT) messages that are involved in the execution of a specific deployment plan. 

 

  Fig. 4.10 Communication diagram of the execution of a deployment plan 

 

First, a trigger initiates the deployment pipeline in Jenkins. This trigger is coming either from a code commit 

in the GIT repository or from a manual trigger from the Adeptness console (TaaS). In the first step Jenkins 

injects the deployment plan into the deployment orchestrator, which splits it into specific deployment orders 

for each of the edge nodes involved and send them over MQTT (step 2). Then, the deployment agent 

downloads the required microservice images from the harbor or GIT repo into the specific edge node (step 

3) and instantiates the downloaded microservices (step 4 and 5). Once the deployment is completed in its 

node, the deployment agent publishes the result of the deployment (step 6), which is received alongside with 

the rest of the deployment result notifications by the deployment orchestrator, which in turn sends a global 

deployment plan result that can be traced by Jenkins (step 7). From this point on, Jenkins could go on with 

the execution of additional pipelines (e.g., the monitoring and validation pipelines). 



 

   

4.3.1 Deployment orchestrator 

The deployment orchestrator is an essential part of the deployment subsystem. In a scenario of continuous 

integration in CPSoS, different components need to be deployed on different platforms in order to not only 

instantiate the software components that contain the CPS functionality but also those other software artefacts 

that allow from performing system integration tests to monitoring or validating the CPSoS in operation.  

The deployment orchestrator is part of the adeptness infrastructure framework. It is an adeptness microservice 

that runs as a docker container in a server machine providing functionality to other tools or microservices.  

The orchestrator needs a deployment agent on each of the platforms where it must deploy components. 

Orchestrator and agent communicate between each other through a well-defined interface. On the other 

hand, the orchestrator will expose, itself, an interface that allows other actors to communicate with it. These 

interfaces were defined in D1.2. The more in-depth design and implementation being carried out in WP2 has 

led to the revision of the interfaces defined in D1.2. The idea is that these interfaces allow the use of the 

orchestrator by different actors, without linking it to any specific automation tool. 

The orchestrator offers synchronous and asynchronous communication mechanisms. Synchronous 

communication is done through a Rest API and allows external actors, such as an automation server or a 

recovery service, to communicate with the orchestrator to order a deployment plan. The asynchronous 

mechanism is performed through the MQTT protocol and is used by the orchestrator to communicate to the 

nodes the deployment of components and receive the result of the deployment. The orchestrator will also 

use this mechanism to send the final result of a complete deployment plan to anyone who wants to subscribe, 

e.g. traceability services or data warehousing. This would allow third party applications to monitor the 

deployment operations performed and the outcome of these operations.  

Figure 4.11 shows a view of the services offered by the orchestrator. The services provided by the REST server 

are shown in green and the topics that are published or subscribed to the MQTT messaging broker are shown 

in orange. A detail description of the REST API as well as the AsyncAPI can be found in sections 2.1 & 2.2 of  

D2.2 Annex A A Full interface specifications_v0.0.docx or in the next link 

https://gitlab.com/adeptness/wp1/interfaces/deployment-orchestrator-interface . 

 

   Fig. 4.11 Deployment orchestrator services 

     

4.3.1.1 Orchestrator behaviour 

The deployment orchestrator matches the state machine shown in figure 4.12. 



 

   

 

     Fig. 4.12 Deployment orchestrator state-machine 

 

The orchestrator, on start-up, will wake up the REST server and go into an "unconfigured" state waiting for 

another component to ask it to load a deployment plan. 

In the “unconfigured” state, the orchestrator can receive the following requests: 

 requests for information, common to all microservices, about its state. In this case the orchestrator 

shall respond and remain in the same state. 

 request to execute a deployment plan, the orchestrator will respond with an error and will remain in 

the same state.  

 request to load a deployment plan, the orchestrator shall internally store the plan and go to the 

"configured" state. 

In the “configured” state, the orchestrator can receive the following requests: 

 Request for information, common to all microservices, about its state. In this case the orchestrator 

shall respond and remain in the same state. 

 request to load a new plan, in this case the orchestrator shall update the plan in memory and it shall 

remain in the same "configured" state.  

 request to execute the loaded plan, in this case the orchestrator will switch to the "deploying" state 

and start sending to all nodes in the plan the components to deploy. When the orchestrator receives 

from the deployment agents the result of the installation of each component, it will pass to the 

"deployed" state. The plan is tagged as already deployed.  

In the “deployed” state, the orchestrator can receive the following requests: 

 Request for information, common to all microservices, about its state. In this case the orchestrator 

shall respond and remain in the same state. 

 request to load a new plan, in this case the orchestrator shall update the new plan in memory, and 

it shall remain in the same "deployed" state.  



 

   

 request to execute the loaded plan, in this case the orchestrator shall check if it has already tagged 

a plan as deployed. In this case, it will go to the "undeploying" state and start sending orders to all 

deployment agents to uninstall the components deployed in the previous plan. Once the undeploy 

phase is finished, the orchestrator will switch to the "deploying" state and start sending to all nodes 

in the new plan the components to deploy. When the orchestrator receives from the deployment 

agents the result of the installation of each component, it will return to the "deployed" state. 

While the orchestrator is in the "undeploying" and "deploying" states, the load and plan execution requests 

will return an error. 

4.3.1.2 Orchestrator services 

The following subsections describe in detail the services offered by the deployment orchestrator.  

4.3.1.2.1 Loading of the deployment plan 

This service allows other actors in the adeptness framework to provide the orchestrator with a deployment 

plan. The service allows to define a plan with information about the software components to be installed and 

on which nodes to deploy them. The nodes will be processors that will be part of the CPSoS. The nodes must 

be running. When each node is started, the node's deployment agent will be launched and will associate a 

unique identifier to the node. 

This is a rest service with this path /adms/v2/deployment-orchestrator/config/plan. The deployment plan is the 

payload in this service and responds to a scheme consistent with the features of the deployment agent. This 

plan will consist of a plan identifier and an array of nodes to deploy to. For each node, the node identifier and 

an array with the software components to deploy will be indicated. The software components may be of two 

types: docker containers or generic files. 

The docker containers will be the adeptness microservices that allow the monitoring and validation of the 

CPSoS. The docker containers must have a unique identifier that allows them to be distinguished within 

docker, a uniformed resource locator (url) that describes the location of the docker image and a group of 

environment variables, common to all adeptness microservices, with the rest port and the properties of the 

asynchronous communication used by the microservice to provide the REST API and the connection to the 

MQTT broker. 

The generic files will be compressed files with software artefacts that can contain both the SUT and files and 

software necessary to carry out the validation processes. The compressed files shall have a unique identifier, 

a uniformed resource locator (url) that specifies the location of the file and the destination path of the file 

within the node where it is to be deployed. You can also indicate if you only want to download the file and 

decompress it in the destination path or if you also want to execute a script contained in the compressed file 

that can, for example, execute CPS operating software. 

Both the AutomationServer and the recovery service can load deployment plans into the orchestrator. The 

state machine described in section 4.3.1.1 explains the behaviour of the orchestrator on receiving this request. 

The following figure represents an example scenario. A REST client, in this case AutomationServer, loads a 

deployment plan into the orchestrator.  



 

   

    

      Fig. 4.13 Load deployment plan scenario 

The payload of this request contains the information to be deployed and can be seen in figure 4.14. 

  



 

   

                  Fig. 4.14 Deployment plan example payload 

{"deployment-plan-id": "DP01", 

"nodes": [  

 {"node-id": "Edge01", 

  "deployable-comps": [   

  { "id": "monitorcan01", 

   "package-type": "container", 

   "image-uri": 

"registry.gitlab.com/adeptness/images/test_can_monitor", 

   "container-action-type": "create", 

   "enviroment-settings":{ 

    "rest-port": "8090", 

    "mqtt-broker-ip": "core-broker", 

    "mqtt-broker-port": "1883", 

    "mqtt-broker-qos": "0" 

   } 

  }, 

  { "id": "oracle01", 

   "package-type": "container", 

   "image-uri": 

"registry.gitlab.com/adeptness/images/test_oracle", 

   "container-action-type": "create", 

   "enviroment-settings":{ 

    "rest-port": "8091", 

    "mqtt-broker-ip": "core-broker", 

    "mqtt-broker-port": "1883", 

    "mqtt-broker-qos": "0" 

   } 

  }, 

  { "id": "validationagent01", 

   "package-type": "container", 

   "image-uri": 

"registry.gitlab.com/adeptness/images/test_validationagent", 

   "container-action-type": "create", 

   "enviroment-settings":{ 

    "rest-port": "8092", 

    "mqtt-broker-ip": "core-broker", 

    "mqtt-broker-port": "1883", 

    "mqtt-broker-qos": "0" 

   } 

  } 

 ]  

 },  

 {"node-id": "CPS01", 

  "deployable-comps": [ 

  { "id": "art01", 

   "package-type":"genericfile", 

   "file-action-type":"uncompress", 

   "image-uri": 

"minio:172.16.56.59:9000:binaryfiles:sut.zip", 

   "destination-path": "./sharedartifacts/sut", 

   "file-to-execute": "sut.sh"    

  } 

 ] 

 } 

] 

} 



 

   

4.3.1.2.2 Deployment plan execution 

This service allows other actors in the adeptness framework to order the execution of the deployment plan 

once they have uploaded it in the orchestrator. Both the AutomationServer and the recovery service can 

execute plans already uploaded in the orchestrator.  

The path for this REST Service is /adms/v2/deployment-orchestrator/config/execute-plan. The state machine 

described in section 4.3.1.1 explains the behaviour of the orchestrator on receiving this request. 

The orchestrator will extract from the plan the nodes it has to communicate with and prepare the MQTT 

messages to send to the deployment agent in each node in order to download the component and launch it 

if necessary. The orchestrator will connect to the MQTT broker and for each component to be deployed will 

publish an MQTT message. Messages for components that are deployed on the same node will be published 

in the same topic (adms/v2/deployment-orchestrator/{nodeId}/deploy-package) but will have different 

payloads. In turn, the orchestrator will subscribe to the result topic (adms/v2/deployment-

orchestrator/{nodeId}/deploy-package-result) sent by each node with the result of the component 

deployment. With all the information received from the subscriptions it will store in memory the global result 

of the deployment and will publish this result in the MQTT broker so that a third party can make use of this 

information. Finally, the orchestrator will end the deployment phase and go back to the "configured" state. 

The figure 4.15 completes the example scenario. The AutomationServer orders the execution of the previously 

uploaded plan. The figure shows the sequence of sent messages. The payloads of each MQTT message, for 

this example scenario, both published and subscribed by the orchestrator are described in figures 4.16 & 4.17. 

 

 

     Fig. 4.15 Execute deployment plan scenario 

 

   



 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                 Fig. 4.16 Payloads sent by the orchestrator to the nodes   

 

 

{ 

 "id": "oracle01", 

 "package-type": "container", 

 "image-uri": 

"registry.gitlab.com/adeptness/images/test_oracle", 

 "container-action-type": "create", 

 "enviroment-settings":{ 

  "rest-port": "8091", 

  "mqtt-broker-ip": "core-broker", 

  "mqtt-broker-port": "1883", 

  "mqtt-broker-qos": "0" 

 } 

} 

{ 

 "id": "validationagent01", 

 "package-type": "container", 

 "image-uri": 

"registry.gitlab.com/adeptness/images/test_validationagent", 

 "container-action-type": "create", 

 "enviroment-settings":{ 

  "rest-port": "8092", 

  "mqtt-broker-ip": "core-broker", 

  "mqtt-broker-port": "1883", 

  "mqtt-broker-qos": "0" 

 } 

} 

{ 

 "id": "sut01", 

 "package-type":"genericfile", 

 "file-action-type":"uncompress", 

 "image-

uri":"minio:172.16.56.59:9000:binaryfiles:sut.zip", 

 "destination-path": "./sharedartifacts/sut", 

 "file-to-execute": "sut.sh"    

} 

oracle01.json 

validationagent01.json 

sut01.json 

{ 

 "id": "monitorcan01", 

 "package-type": "container", 

 "image-uri": 

"registry.gitlab.com/adeptness/images/test_can_monitor", 

 "container-action-type": "create", 

 "enviroment-settings":{ 

  "rest-port": "8090", 

  "mqtt-broker-ip": "core-broker", 

  "mqtt-broker-port": "1883", 

  "mqtt-broker-qos": "0" 

 } 

} 

monitorcan01.json 



 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                 Fig. 4.17 Payloads received by the orchestrator from the nodes   

 

4.3.1.2.3 Deployment plan execution result 

This service allows the actors in charge of the execution of a deployment plan as well as other actors interested 

in the traceability/tracking of operations to know the outcome of a deployment plan. Figure 4.18 finishes the 

example scenario. 

 

    Fig. 4.18 Request deployment plan result scenario 

 

The orchestrator on the one hand provides a REST service (/adms/v2/deployment-

orchestrator/config/deployexec-plan-result), to know the result of the last deployment. On the other hand, and 

{ 

 "id": "monitorcan01", 

 "result": "finished" 

  

} 

{ 

 "id": "oracle01", 

 "result": "finished" 

} 

{ 

 "id": "validationagent01", 

 "result": "finished" 

} 

{ 

 "id": "sut01", 

 "result": "finished"  

} 

monitorcan01_result.json 

oracle01_result.json 

validationagent01_result.json 

sut01_result.json 



 

   

once all the MQTT messages sent by the deployment agents have been received, with the result of each 

component deploy, it sends a message to the asynchronous messaging MQTT broker in the topic 

/adms/v2/deployment-orchestrator/deployexec-plan-result. Both messages will have the same payload 

schema as defined in the deployment-orchestrator interface. Figure 4.19 shows the payload for the result of 

the deployment plan example execution.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    Fig. 4.19 Deployment plan example execution result payload 

 

4.3.2 Deployment agent 

The deployment agent is the component that enables the remote deployment on each Edge node. It receives 

and process commands from the deployment orchestrator and, based on the content of the message 

received, configures and launches new services using the corresponding method. Currently, the deployment 

agent is able to deploy two types of applications: containerized applications based on Docker images and 

files or executables that are downloaded and executed without containerization.  

The deployment agent must be installed on the edge node. The node’s OS must support Docker in order to 

run container-based applications. The deployment agent itself is delivered and executed as a docker image, 

packaged alongside all the application dependencies. The deployment agent image will be launched as a 

container. It will be granted access to the docker socket of the host machine. This enables the container to 

interact with the daemon running in the host machine to deploy new containers. The deployment agent is 

made of smaller components that implement all the deployment mechanisms: 

 

{ 

    "deployment-plan-id": "DP01", 

    "result": [ 

        { 

   "id": "monitorcan01", 

   "result": "finished" 

  

  }, 

  { 

   "id": "oracle01", 

   "result": "finished" 

  }, 

  { 

   "id": "validationagent01", 

   "result": "finished" 

  }, 

  { 

   "id": "sut01", 

   "result": "finished" 

  } 

   

    ] 

} 

DeploymentPlan_result.json 



 

   

 
Fig. 4.20 The architecture of the deployment agent  

 
 A REST interface that follows the adeptness API and provides a generalized way of checking the state of 

the deployment agent remotely. 

 An MQTT client that allows the deployment agent to establish a connection with the cloud broker and 

listen for the deployment orchestrator messages to launch new applications. 

 A REST client that enables the deployment agent to send HTTP GET Requests to the deployed services. 

With this mechanism, the deployment agent can check if the deployment of the docker services 

completed successfully. 

 The File Artifact manager is the component responsible for deploying file artifacts in the edge node. It 

can download and extracting files in the edge nodes as well as executing binaries natively. 

 The Containerized Service Manager is the component responsible for the creation and configuration of 

the services that come packaged as Docker images. This component communicates with the docker 

daemon to create new containers. 

 

To deploy services that come packaged into docker images, the deployment agent uses a mechanism based 

on the programmatic generation of a compose file that keeps the state of all the deployed services and allows 

to interact easily with the docker daemon running on the edge node. The deployment agent follows these 

steps to deploy new services:  

 At the start-up, the agent establishes an MQTT connection with the cloud broker. It subscribes to the 

topic where the orchestrator will send all the deploy commands for this edge node. The agent listens to 

any incoming message on this topic. 



 

   

 The deployment agent will receive deploy-package messages on the listening topic. These messages 

follow the JSON format. When the service that will be deployed is a container, the message must contain 

a unique identifier for the service, the image name following the docker image naming syntax and a set 

of key values with configuration parameters that will be added to the new container as environment 

variables. The deployed services are responsible for loading these variables and using them as they need.  

 When the deployment agent receives a new “deploy-package” command, it parses the JSON message 

and searches for the needed values. Using these values, it generates programmatically a new valid 

compose service and appends it to the deployment agent internal docker-compose file. This file keeps 

the state of the currently deployed services. Once the file is updated with the new service, the docker-

compose tool is called will with the compose file to launch the new container. Docker-compose will 

interact directly with the docker daemon running in the node to deploy the service.  

 To check if the new container was created successfully, after creating the new service container the 

deployment agent will start making health checks using HTTP GET requests to the service REST endpoint. 

If one of the health checks successes, the deployment is marked as success and a success deploy 

message will be sent to the cloud broker. On the or side, if after a specific amount of time the deployed 

service doesn’t reply to the health checks, the deployment is marked as a failed deploy and a deploy 

failure message will be sent to the cloud broker. 

 
The deployed services will require sending data to the cloud broker. Keeping an active connection with the 

cloud broker for each deployed service is a resource-intensive task. To avoid this, all the services publish 

messages on an internal broker. Therefore, an export service will get all the data that needs to be published 

in the cloud from the internal broker and redirect it to the cloud broker. This reduces the number of MQTT 

connections with the cloud to two: one for the deployment agent and another for the export service. The 

export service is also able to persist the messages on disk if the connection with the cloud is lost. When the 

connection is recovered all the persisted messages will be sent again. This mechanism enables fault tolerance 

when messages are being sent to the cloud. 

  



 

   

5 MONITORING NEEDS OF THE DEPLOYMENT SUBSYSTEM 

This section has been included in this deliverable because of two reasons. On the one hand, there is not a 

specific deliverable that covers the monitoring subsystem, which is of relevant importance as far as it is used 

by most of the other microservices to perform their functionality (validation, recovery, uncertainty detection 

and, test regeneration). On the other hand, the monitoring subsystem is needed to be able to address the 

advanced deployment techniques problem pointed out in Section 6. 

This section explains the research carried out during the ADEPTNESS project to monitor CPSoS in order not 

only to validate the behavior of the CPSoS in its running platform but also to get operational data that may 

be further used in the improvement of the deployment and test strategies. 

The monitoring subsystem comprises several microservices and external tools that work together to 

accomplish the automatic configuration of a specified monitoring plan, that can serve to different purposes 

such as validation or uncertainty detection. The monitoring subsystem (Section 5.1) covers the online 

operational data configuration and retrieval. The logger subsystem (Section 5.2) is based in Stellio [2], and  (1) 

allocates the CPSoS model (including the deployment, monitoring and validation plans) and (2) persists the 

operational data info received from the distributed monitors.  

5.1 Monitoring Subsystem 

5.1.1 Adeptness monitoring toolchain 

The figure below details the different microservices that conform the monitoring subsystem, alongside with 

their interconnections. The monitoring orchestrator provides an uncoupling mechanism that abstracts from 

the specific automation server. This way, Jenkins could be changed to any other automation tool. The overall 

workflow of the monitoring subsystem is as follows: first, the automation server injects a monitoring plan (see 

Section 5.1.3 for details) into the monitoring orchestrator. Then, the monitoring orchestrator parses the 

monitoring plan, configures the monitoring agents through their REST API, and finally the monitoring is 

started.  

The monitors will publish the variables in the configured MQTT broker, in SenML format. The Logger 

subsystem, which stores the provisioned data model with all the variables to be monitored, will subscribe to 

those variables published by the monitors, and will persist them in the database. Additionally, Prometheus 

provides an additional time series database persistence.  



 

   

 

Fig. 5.1 Monitoring subsystem interconnections  

 

5.1.2 Prometheus runtime monitor 

The runtime monitor fused with Prometheus based on STL (Signal Temporal Logic) is designed to extend the 

complexity of monitoring logic and functionalities to adapt to increasingly complex CPS systems.  

5.1.2.1  Prometheus 

Prometheus is an open-source monitoring tool and a Time-series Database (TSDB) implemented by Golang, 

whose data model is multi-dimensional time-series data that is identified by metric name, label set, and key-

value pairs. Prometheus monitoring tool is used in the project owing to the following advantages when 

compared to other time-series databases and monitoring systems, such as Graphite, InfluxDB, OpenTSDB and 

Nagios.  

(1) Rich and flexible data model; The data sampled by Prometheus is stored in the memory database in the 

form of time-series data that implies the continuous or discrete behaviours(signals) of CPS system, each of 

which is named by a metric name and a set of labels. In comparison with dot-separated components for 

encoding dimensions by Graphite, Prometheus encodes dimensions more explicitly by labels and metric 

name, and allows easier filtering, grouping and matching by labels via query language. 

(2) Powerful query capabilities; The OpenTSDB stores all data for a metric together, which is limited in the 

cardinality of metric and only allows simple aggregation and math via its API. InfluxDB is designed more 

suitable for event logging. As for the Prometheus, it provides richer and powerful data query language 

PromQL, which supports higher cardinality metrics compared with OpenTSDB and InfluxDB. 



 

   

(3) Strong ecosystem; Prometheus can directly monitor common operating systems, middleware, databases, 

hardware and programming languages. Unlike Nagios only for blackbox system monitoring, Prometheus 

supports both blackbox and whitebox monitoring. Besides that, Prometheus can automatically discover the 

monitored object based on a service discovery mechanism when monitoring containers in Kubernetes. 

(4) Good performance; Prometheus supports scraping thousands of targets and consuming millions of time-

series data per second, which is beneficial to monitor a large number of metrics. 

5.1.2.2 Signal Temporal Logic, STL 

Runtime verification (RV) is a pragmatic and scalable, yet rigorous technique, to assess the properties of 

complex systems, including CPS systems. Formal specification acts as an important role in RV and enable 

formulating system properties. The behaviours of CPS systems can be viewed as temporal behaviours, time 

series or sequences, where continuous and discrete variables change their values over time. Signal Temporal 

Logic (STL), a continuous-time and real-valued version of temporal logic, is a lightweight specification 

language, which has been significant work on offline and online monitoring of signals and is used to specify 

CPS properties. The runtime verification for monitoring STL specification real-time signals is not restricted to 

compute the qualitative satisfaction value (safety), but the quantitative value (robustness). 

5.1.2.3  Runtime Monitor fused with Prometheus 

As a popular monitoring tool, Prometheus provides a powerful data query language PromQL to manipulate 

the metric(s). Even if the PromQL is able to provide abundant operators and functions for users to select and 

aggregate time series data in real time, but it is weak in implementing slightly more complicated logic 

monitoring rules. For example, the stability property specified by STL formula F[a,b]G[c,d](x>0) describes that 

there exists a time point starting from a to b time points, after which signal x should constantly stay larger 

than zero in the next c to d time points, which is unable to be directly expressed by PromQL and run in 

Prometheus. Since the result of such kind of properties are important to obtain for ensuring the system safe, 

stable and robust, the runtime monitor fused with Prometheus is proposed, as illustrated in Figure 5.2. 

 

Fig. 5.2. Architecture of Runtime Monitor fused with Prometheus 

 

 



 

   

1. Prometheus server part 

Prometheus server has threes modules. Retrieval module functions as data collection, which can find endpoint 

of target through the static configuration or automatically discover the target by means of service discovery 

(Kubernetes). Storage module stores the collected data into the HDD/SDD. HTTP server provides HTTP api(s) 

for PromQL querying and returns the response content in JSON format. The Fig 5.3. displays that the fragment 

of configuration file of Prometheus for collecting metrics targets via scraping metrics HTTP endpoints, which 

is divided into two parts. The global is used to define the scrape interval, how frequently to scrape targets, 

and evaluation interval, how frequently to evaluate rules, for all jobs. The scrape_configs is to list the job 

information, including job name, metrics path for the HTTP resource path on which to fetch metrics from 

targets, and targets information. In our case, we set scrape_interval and evaluation_interval for 1 second to 

scrape the data_ROS_simulated job in localhost:8080 (Fig 5.3.). 

 

Fig 5.3. Fragment of configuration file (prometheus.yml) 

2. Runtime monitor part 

a) Metric Pipe 

As the runtime monitor part shows, metric pipe component consumes Prometheus server via HTTP api(s), 

queries TSDB with PromQL and transmits metric(s) to monitor, which plays a role in communications channel. 

After passing through the channel, the processed metrics are transformed to the form of sequence of 

(timestamp, value) pairs, where timestamp and value are float literals. Then, the runtime monitor computes 

at different points in time whether the observed metric satisfies specification. The algorithm of metric pipe in 

Fig 5.4. implemented by Python accepts two parameters, prom_info and sample_period, which are the metric 

information (metric name and label set) and the step size for how frequently the Metric Pipe queries the TSDB, 

respectively. The sample_period should be smaller than the time duration of used range vector selector of 

PromQL when querying the TSDB. Each query with range vector selector returns a range of samples back 

from the current instant and updates the data chunk, where the size of range is decided by the time duration. 

 

Fig 5.4. Metric Pipe algorithm 



 

   

b) Specification language 

STL formulas are defined over predicates of the form  where s is a timed trace (signal),  is 

a function and . STL formulas are written using the following grammar 

 

where  is a predicate and the logical operators  have their usual meanings. In addition, there 

are three temporal operators, ◇(eventually), □(always) and (until). STL formulas are evaluated over time 

series data, packaged in a data structure that we call a timed trace. A timed trace s consists of an ordered 

sequence of states and their associated time,  where ti-1 < ti  and . To refer to 

the value of the trace at a given time, we use the notation, s(ti) = xi and si = (s, ti) to refer to the tail of trace 

s, i.e. the trace that contains all of the same data s from time ti onwards. The Boolean semantics of STL 

formulas over a trace (s, t) are defined recursively as follows. 

  

For a timed trace (s, t) starting at time t, satisfying □  means  is always true for the entire sequence. Since 

STL specifications are defined recursively, temporal operators can be nested with each other. Currently, how 

to check the ◇(eventually) and □(always) temporal operators guided STL formulas are implemented, as well 

as STL formulas with these two temporal operators nested with each other. Next, we will implement the 

(until) operator guided STL formulas and formulas containing up to two nested temporal operators. 

In addition to implementing qualitative semantics of STL for Prometheus runtime monitor, we consider 

implementing the quantitative semantics for STL next step, which allows to define a robust degree value to 

represent how far is the metric (signal) at specified timepoints from satisfying or violating the STL property. 

c) STL Parser 

ANTLR4 is used to generate a parser in Python based on the STL grammar in Backus-Naur Form (BNF). The 

input of parser is STL formulas according to the above specifications and output is parse trees (PTs).  

 

Fig 5.5. Fragment of STL BNF file 

d) Monitor 



 

   

After generating the PT(s), the monitor will accept PT(s) and execute the corresponding monitor code(s) to 

figure out verification result(s). Fig 5.6. illustrates the Monitor Process algorithm. After the initialization of 

parameters in terms of STL formulas, the Monitor Process checks the last data in the updated data chunk and 

executes the corresponding codes in STL operator evaluation library. The checkInfo of current last data will be 

returned after each while loop. When the timepoint t is not belonged the timepoints set T, then jump out of 

the while loop and return the final check result of STL formula checkResult. 

  

Fig 5.6. Monitor Process algorithm 

Next, we take a STL formula as an example to explain how we implement the monitor. The example is □(x>1 

-> y>2), in terms of monitoring two signals x and y. It will output the Boolean result, where 0 and 1 denote 

FALSE and TRUE, respectively, for judging whether the system satisfies the property represented by formula 

□(x>1 -> y>2). For each time point t in time T, the sequence of checking example property is as follows.  

1. Check whether the x(t) is greater than 1, then we get the logical value of the condition x(t)>1 at time t. 

2. Check whether the y(t) is greater than 2, then we get the logical value of the condition y(t)>2 at time t. 

3. Compute the logical value of operation, logically equivalent to (x>1 -> y>2), which is . 

4. □ is always temporal operator, therefore, if the logical value of step 3 is always 1 for TRUE, then the system 

satisfies the property. Otherwise, the property is not satisfied by the system. 

e) Testing with Prometheus runtime monitor 

Considering the testing with Prometheus runtime monitor, the basic idea is to attempt to find a 

counterexample to a given property and to the actual system. However, the challenge of that is the question 

of where to search for violations. We may use specification robustness degree vector to provide guidance to 

search violations. Robustness is natural measure of a distance between a signal and a property. Trying to 

minimise robustness by searching over inputs and initial conditions is essential for finding counterexamples. 

The approach does not need to find the globally minimum robustness. It stops whenever the specification 

robustness triggers a given threshold that is typically the value zero indicating a change from positive 

robustness values (correct behaviour) to negative robustness values (incorrect behaviour). The minimum 

robustness obtained can be useful information, even if the robustness value is not zero. 

5.1.3 Monitoring orchestrator  

The monitoring orchestrator is one of the core microservices of the Adeptness environment. It functions as 

the interface between the users or third-party software that aim to leverage the monitoring capacities of the 



 

   

infrastructure and the monitoring agents (explained thoroughly in section 5.1.4) deployed in the edge nodes. 

The component does so by assisting in their configuration, setup and management. The monitoring 

orchestrator, in and of itself, is also an Adeptness microservice and, as such, runs as a Docker container in the 

cloud server. 

The orchestrator implements the interfaces defined in WP1. Ever since their definition in WP1, these interfaces 

have been subject to modifications to better fit the needs and limitations found throughout its 

implementation. However, the basis remains the same. Part of these interfaces are to be used as an internal 

way of communication with monitoring agents, whereas the remaining part is to be used by users or third 

parties to configure and launch the orchestration. 

As with other Adeptness microservices, communications are implemented in two different fashions: 

Synchronous, through HTTP REST endpoints; and asynchronous, through MQTT. However, in the case of the 

monitoring orchestrator, the REST method is the primary communication means: On the one side, it is used 

by the orchestrator to receive its configuration, while, on the other side, it is also used by the same orchestrator 

to launch its configuration to the deployed agents. MQTT plays a secondary role in the case of this 

component, as it is merely used for generic telemetry and monitoring of the orchestrator itself, a common 

set of characteristics among all Adeptness microservices. 

The gist of the monitoring orchestrator lays in the monitoring plan it consumes, which constitutes the 

configuration mentioned thus far in the document. In said plan, the user or third party can represent the IDs 

of the nodes whose monitoring agent wants to configure. Then, each of the nodes can be set up to subscribe 

to a list of sensor variables, which can also be grouped into sensor groups. These settings are also 

accompanied by connection metadata, which is used by both the orchestrator and sent to the agents. 

Each of the agents is configured in three steps or HTTP requests; first the connection metadata is sent, as 

specified in the plan, then the individual sensors are configured, and finally the sensor groups. However, if 

any sensor is found to be duplicated throughout the plan, the orchestrator can optimize the plan so that the 

monitoring of variables is better organized while the requested configuration holds true. 

The monitoring orchestrator implements a simplification of the state machine-like behavior of the deployment 

orchestrator. The main difference between these is that the deployment orchestrator communicates with its 

agents through MQTT, thus asynchronously. It will have to wait an unknown amount of time before the 

response of the agent arrives. This explains the need of an intermediate deploying state. Nevertheless, the 

monitoring orchestrator talks to the agents through HTTP, synchronously. The response from the agents is 

immediate, and, by extension, the orchestrator’s response is also immediate. This means that, in practice, 

there is no need for an intermediate state of deploying. The orchestrator is either configured or not configured.  

On start-up, the orchestrator is considered to not be configured and will be awaiting a plan. In this 

“unconfigured” state, the orchestrator can receive the following requests: 

 A request to load a monitoring plan, which will be internally stored. 

 A request to launch a monitoring plan, which will be responded to with an error, as no plan has been 

sent. 

When a plan is received and the orchestrator is configured, it will be able to receive the following requests: 



 

   

 A request to load a new monitoring plan. If the previous plan was launched, then it will be temporarily 

stored internally. 

 A request to launch the monitoring plan will make the orchestrator launch the plan, by talking to 

each of the nodes mentioned in it. If the previous plan was launched, the effects of it have to be 

reverted first, by communicating with the nodes before launching the new configuration with the 

purpose of undoing the configuration. 

The orchestrator can also receive requests for information, health or status, via the common interfaces for all 

Adeptness microservices, regardless of the state of the service or the status of the monitoring plan launch. 

5.1.4 Monitoring agents  

Monitoring agents are responsible for reading variables and publishing them via MQTT so other microservices 

can use them. These microservices are in the targets where SUTs run or in the edge. For each target or edge 

node there could be one or more monitoring agent microservice running. Monitored variables (sensors) are 

specific to the functionality of each node, their values are gathered from different sensors and field buses by 

the target or edge node, e.g., CAN, ethernet, etc. 

Monitoring agents are configured by the monitoring orchestrator microservice to specify how to read the 

variables the monitoring agent must observe. It must be able to access the physical interface with the 

connection settings it is configured with. Next, the monitored variables are configured, to then continue with 

the configuration of the grouping of them. Finally, it publishes the values of the sensors in each group 

following a SENML format using MQTT, with the configured sampling period.  

All monitoring agents include two different interfaces. One for the HTTP-REST API for configuring and 

controlling the microservice and another one for MQTT messages to publish the discovery message every 

Adeptness microservice includes, and the messages with the values of the monitored sensors. Annex A 

includes the full specification for both interfaces, with an OpenAPI specification to describe the HTTP-REST 

interface and an AsyncAPI specification for the MQTT messages. 

5.1.5 Trace library  

The trace library is responsible for reading system variables and publishing them via MQTT so other 

microservices can use them. This library is intended for the oracles to perform their verdicts applying the 

traced variables. Multiple variables can be traced during each of the tests performed by the oracles. The 

library could also be useful for the uncertainty microservice. 

The monitored variables are internal code variables that are not gathered by the monitoring agents from the 

target, for instance, through the CAN bus. When a test is carried out, an oracle microservice configures which 

are the variables that need to be observed. The information of the monitored variables (name and value) 

together with the corresponding timestamp are aggregated in a single JSON. Next, they are published 

following a SENML format using MQTT. 

5.1.5.1 HTTP-REST interface 

The full OpenAPI specification can be fully read in section 5.1 of Annex A or in 

https://gitlab.com/adeptness/wp1/interfaces/monitoring-agent-interface/-

/blob/master/monitoring_agent_openapi.yaml.  

https://gitlab.com/adeptness/wp1/interfaces/monitoring-agent-interface/-/blob/master/monitoring_agent_openapi.yaml
https://gitlab.com/adeptness/wp1/interfaces/monitoring-agent-interface/-/blob/master/monitoring_agent_openapi.yaml


 

   

The first part of the specification includes the common resources for all Adeptness microservices. They include 

the basic functionalities to check the health of the microservice, the status, and to setup of the endpoints. 

 Health related resources include ping for checking whether the microservice is still alive; microservice-

info to get the information about the microservice, such as the id or name, and the information about 

the endpoints (e.g., listening port, what MQTT broker is connected to, etc.); and performance to get 

some metrics of the memory and CPU usage. 

 Status to check if the microservice is ready or in an error state. 

 Setup resource is used to change de endpoint configuration (HTTP listening port or MQTT broker) 

of the microservices with a PUT request. 

In addition to the common resources, monitoring agents also have specific ones for managing the connection 

configurations, sensors, sensorgroups, control of the monitoring and measurements. 

 Connection configuration can be read and changed with this resource via GET and PUT requests. 

The connection configuration describes how to connect to the sensors or the bus. 

 Sensors are the variables to be monitored. They can be read, created, updated, and deleted with 

GET, POST, PUT and DELETE requests. 

 Sensorgroups group the sensors. They can also be read, created, updated, and deleted with GET, 

POST, PUT and DELETE requests. The sensors are referenced inside the sensorgroups, so sensors 

can also be read, created or updated inside sensorgroups. Each sensorgroups has its sampling-rate 

and they form each MQTT monitoring message. 

 Control of the monitoring includes two different resources. monitoring-agent-status allows to get the 

status of the monitoring agent, indicating if it has sensors and sensorgroups configured, if its 

publishing or if it is ready to be configured. cmd-execute receives PUT requests with start or stop 

orders to activate or deactivate the publication of the sensorgroups. 

 Measurements can also be requested sending GET request to the sensors resource. They can be 

requested all at once if no query is added, or a single sensor, including its id in a query. 

5.1.5.2 MQTT interface 

The full AsyncAPI specification can be fully read in section 5.2 of Annex A or in 

https://gitlab.com/adeptness/wp1/interfaces/adeptness-template-interface/-

/blob/master/adeptness_template_asyncapi.yaml. 

This specification includes two types of messages, i.e., the discovery message that is common for all Adeptness 

microservices and the monitoring message. 

 Discovery message is used to indicate that a microservice has started successfully and it is ready. It 

includes the microservices information, such as its id, name, type and an array with its endpoints 

information (HTTP and MQTT). 

 Monitoring message publishes the values of the sensors within a sensorgroup. It is an array with one 

element for each sensor of the sensorgroup, using a SENML format for each element. 

5.2 Logger Subsytem  

The Logger subsystem is the backend services in charge of saving operational data and test results. It is based 

on the Stellio open-source implementation of a NGSI-LD broker being developed by EGM and progressed in 

the context of the ADEPTNESS project. The NGSI-LD specification is developed by ETSI and defines a cross-

https://gitlab.com/adeptness/wp1/interfaces/adeptness-template-interface/-/blob/master/adeptness_template_asyncapi.yaml
https://gitlab.com/adeptness/wp1/interfaces/adeptness-template-interface/-/blob/master/adeptness_template_asyncapi.yaml
https://www.etsi.org/committee/cim


 

   

domain data model and API for managing context information. By context, it is understood any data 

contextualized in time and space and in relation to other data. 

In summary, this specification: 

 Is cross-domain in the sense that it defines only a basic model on which come to connect other data 

models such as Industry 4.0, air quality, water management, energy, etc. to allow the exchange of 

data between these systems. An open community maintains these models. 

 Is based on a graph-like data organization that allows the model to be extended as the need evolves 

 Includes an advanced query interface allowing for example the realization of spatio-temporal queries 

or the realization of statistical calculations on the time series of measurements 

 Includes an alert subscription mechanism (e.g. threshold overflow) to trigger workflows 

 Is open to all types of data: information systems (internal, weather, etc.), IoT, documentaries, etc. 

In parallel, the FIWARE Foundation leads a community of hundreds of organizations providing and using 

NGSI-LD technology enablers. The Stellio platform is one of these enablers that provide interoperable and 

scalable solutions to integrate, for example, when the need arises, modules such as machine learning, artificial 

intelligence, connected objects, etc. 

The open-source approach also provides independence for partners integration and future developments. 

The logger is thus built around the Stellio solution.  

 

 

Fig. 5.7 Contextualized Information Management 

This data platform philosophy is particularly suited to innovative environments: 

 The decoupling between data producers, processors and consumers makes it possible to connect 

new functional blocks or to evolve existing blocks according to the evolution of needs. 

 The use of open standards and open-source modules allows openness to many solution providers. 

Beyond the implementation of the NGSI-LD standard, it is fully part of a "FIWARE architecture", which opens 

up the possibility of integration with the other enablers of the FIWARE ecosystem (IoT agents, stream 

processing components, business intelligence, ...) while guaranteeing maximum interoperability by exposing 

a standardized REST API, widely adopted and simple to handle for developers. 

https://smartdatamodels.org/
https://www.fiware.org/
https://www.stellio.io/


 

   

The principles implemented in the technical architecture are those of a modern, responsive, extensible open-

source architecture: 

 The Stellio context broker, repository of all the data contained in the platform, guaranteeing their 

consistency, and which exposes an API to different consumers and producers; 

 A system monitoring based on the open-source Grafana  and Prometheus solutions; 

 Modules that manage the connection to sensor networks, the authentication and authorization of 

exchanges, and the transformation of data received in NGSI-LD format; 

 An OpenID Connect / OAuth2 compatible authentication server (Keycloak) that manages 

authentication, identification and access permissions to the platform.   

 Business micro-services, divided according to the large families of the NGSI-LD API, subscribed to 

their topics of interest, and using datastores adapted to their business;  

 A central message bus (Kafka) of type pub-sub ensures the exchange of messages and events 

between the components of the platform in a decoupled, extensible, scalable and reactive way. 

The data produced by the different external components integrated into the platform (sensors, external data 

flows) are stored by the context broker in two different databases. 

The information context is kept in Neo4j, which is a database that is based on a model called "Labelled 

Property Graph". Very close to the NGSI-LD information model and its meta-model, it allows a natural 

transformation during the persistence of data. In addition, it allows the use of intuitive and ergonomic tools 

for visualization and navigation in the graph of the information context.  

The conservation of the temporal evolution of the data is done in the TimescaleDB database. Designed as an 

extension to PostgreSQL, it specializes in the storage of so-called "timeseries" data and therefore perfectly 

adapted, among other things, to the storage of sensor measurements. In addition, it can be used with  

PostGIS, another extension to PostgreSQL, to allow spatial querying on the data stored in TimescaleDB 

(whether temporal or not). 

Note that the TimescaleDB database, designed for timeseries storage   and very large volumes of data, allows 

the storage of petabyte data volumes distributed across multiple nodes, while having one of the best levels 

of performance available to date for this type of1 database.  

All the data stored in the different databases of the context manager are fully accessible via the NGSI-LD API. 

A senML over MQTT ingestor has been integrated to ingest MQTT data flow in ADEPTNESS. Other services 

can then query or subscribe to notifications from the logger either though http REST interface or MQTT 

interface of NGSI-LD.  

                                                      

1 https://blog.timescale.com/blog/timescaledb-2-0-is-now-generally-available/ 

http://www.grafana.com/
https://prometheus.io/
https://www.keycloak.org/
https://kafka.apache.org/
https://www.neo4j.com/
https://www.timescale.com/
https://postgis.net/


 

   

6 AI BASED TECHNIQUES FOR ADVANCED DEPLOYMENT 

The deployment process in CPSs might have critical impacts, as they may be located in dynamic and uncertain 

environments and they interact with the physical world, which forces to take special care on the reliability of 

the software deployments. 

The remote location of software in multiple heterogeneous installations, provokes environmental conditions 

to be very varied and dynamic. This, along with the high configurability of CPSs, makes it unfeasible to 

reproduce in lab every possible situation to detect errors, bringing a limitation when testing the system in lab. 

In this scenario, performance problems are likely to appear in run-time, as the elicitation of proper 

performance requirements is difficult and many causes that lead to manifestation of these problems may 

appear due to the interaction of the system with the real environment.  

In this context, we have developed a performance problem detection method for software updates, leveraged 

by Machine Learning (ML). This method predicts the performance of a new software version, based on what 

it learns about the behaviour of the old version. Then, it compares its prediction to the actual behaviour of 

the system and gives a verdict, indicating whether the behaviour of the new release is correct, or a 

performance problem exists. To evaluate our approach, we have followed a performance mutation testing 

strategy, where different mutants with performance bugs are analysed. Different Machine Learning algorithms 

were tested to identify which ones best fit our purpose. 

6.1 Performance problems prediction method 

Figure 6.1 shows the overall architecture of the proposed approach. The proposed solution is divided into two 

main phases: (1) the training phase and (2) the performance bugs identification phase.  

 

Fig. 6.1: General overview of the method 

The idea of the training phase is to train a regression learning algorithm by using performance data collected 

from operation. During the training phase (a) the current software version remains in operation and (b) the 

data generated is used to adapt the Machine Learning algorithm's internal parameters, so that its performance 

improves on future unseen input data. To train the Machine Learning algorithm, the data is categorized in 

two groups: the features, including the inputs of the studied piece of software and the label, with the measures 

of the performance metric we want to predict. 

When the regression learning algorithm is trained, it yields a trained regression model, which is used in the 

performance problems identification phase to identify performance issues after a new release has been 



 

   

deployed remotely. This phase has three steps: (a) execution of the new release to collect the input data and 

performance metrics, (b) prediction by the regression model, which yields the expected performance bases 

on the input values, and (c) the arbitration process, which compares the expected performance obtained by 

the regression algorithm with the actual metrics collected during execution.  

With this method, we aim at detecting performance issues that depend on the inputs of a software. We now 

explain the methodology and the developed implementation for Orona more in detail. 

6.1.1 Case study 

As a case study, we used the dispatching algorithm of Orona. This algorithm is the component inside an 

elevator in charge of assigning a specific elevator to each call. Performance on this algorithm is critical, as it 

must provide a response in a limited time frame. Therefore, it is important that when software updates are 

performed in the dispatching algorithm of Orona, these are free of performance issues. The type of algorithm 

used for the evaluation is a destination algorithm and, therefore, there is one call per each passenger. 

6.1.2 Performance metrics 

The response time is the time required by the algorithm to assign a set of landing calls and communicate 

them to the elevators. The algorithm is invoked periodically and must provide a valid assignment every cycle. 

In every cycle, the algorithm receives all the information about the status of the elevators (e.g., position, 

velocity, doors status, etc.) and a set of car and landing calls. Landing calls represent the origin of the 

passengers, and therefore, it is the algorithm's responsibility to decide which car is the most suitable to attend 

the landing calls. 

There are two types of landing calls: conventional calls and destination calls. In destination algorithms, a call 

is registered by each passenger. Specially in destination algorithms, where the attendance to the passengers 

is individualized, the number of active calls influences the response time.  

In this context, the performance metric that has been monitored is the response time of the periodic task that 

executes the dispatching algorithm. That is, the time frame in which the algorithm dispatches (allocates) the 

active calls to the available cars. This response time is directly related to the existing traffic: an increase in 

passenger traffic causes a rise in the number of active calls and this results in a higher demand of computing 

resources to allocate these calls. Thus, we have chosen the number of active calls as the value to predict the 

response time of the algorithm. To measure the response time of the task, the algorithm code has been 

instrumented with high precision clocks provided by the operating system.    

6.1.3 Regression learning algorithms 

Our approach uses regression learning algorithms because it is necessary to predict a quantitative value to 

detect a performance issue. The regression algorithms evaluated have been TRGP, Regression Tree, 

Ensemble, Stepwiselm and SVM. The latter is commonly used as a classifier but has also proven to be useful 

as a regression algorithm.  

6.1.4 Training phase 

In this phase, the input feature will be the number of active calls, labelled with the response time for each 

cycle of the algorithm every minute. To do so, we developed a script that automatically extracts this data from 

a database. Once, the data is extracted, the script launches the training phase by using the MATLAB Machine 



 

   

Learning toolbox. The regression learning algorithm yields a trained regression model, which can later be 

used in the testing phase to predict the response time of the algorithm based on the number of active calls. 

6.1.5 Prediction phase 

When a new version of the algorithm is released to operation, data of active calls and response time of the 

algorithm are collected every minute. Response time has to be less than the deadline of the task that executes 

the traffic algorithm. This is checked with a rule. However, other performance problems that can be indicators 

of bad implementations are more difficult to detect due to the dependence of the response time to the 

characteristics of the installation, the functionalities activated in the algorithm and the traffic flow. Therefore, 

active calls and response time measurements are collected to compare them with predicted data. 

The execution of the new release provides the number of active calls every minute to the trained regression 

model. This model, estimates the response time over time based on the training produced during the training 

phase.  

The arbitration process is in charge of detecting performance problems in a new release of the software. By 

comparing the data that is being collected from the execution of the new release and the prediction of the 

regression model, this module provides a verdict. The arbitration process has been designed considering 

three criteria: (1) average response time (2) maximum response time and (3) variance in response time. These 

criteria have been analysed in two time-frames: (1) daily, with the response times of the algorithm in a whole 

day traffic flow and (2) every minute, with the traffic of the previous 5 minutes. Experts from Orona have set 

the tolerable variations in the variance, average and maximum response times that could be considered 

normal in the execution of the algorithm. In addition, the variation percentages that should be classified as 

performance problems within the two time-frames were specified by the same domain experts. The arbitration 

process inputs the real response time of the new release and compares it to the prediction of the regression 

model. When an abnormal variation is detected in any of the criteria, it must be analyzed, and having the 

minute-by-minute verdict facilitates the detection of the performance problem, as it allows analyzing under 

which traffic conditions is the problem shown. 

6.2 Empirical Evaluation 

This section evaluates the proposed approach by using an industrial case study. To this end, we aimed at 

answering the following questions: 

 How does each of the selected regression learning algorithms perform for predicting performance 

problems on software updates? 

 Are there any differences when training the machine-learning algorithms with real field data or 

theoretical data?  

6.2.1 Experimental setup 

This subsection explains the proposed experimental design to answer the aforementioned questions.  

6.2.1.1 Evaluation metrics 

We used performance mutation testing to evaluate the approach. Mutation testing aims to generate a set of 

versions from the original program and adding a synthetic variation on it. When the outcomes of a test differ 

from the mutant to those of the original version, it is considered that the mutant is killed. To this end, a total 

of 45 performance mutants were generated by following the performance mutation operators proposed by 



 

   

Delgado et al. [3], which include: simulation of heavy operation in different parts of the algorithm, Move/Copy 

Statement into Loop, Removal of Stop Condition in Loop and Unnecessary Calculation of values.  

Like related studies, we used the precision, recall, accuracy and F-measure metrics to measure the 

performance of the proposed regression learning algorithms. The verdicts of the oracle are catalogued as 

True Positive (TP), True Negative (TN), False Negative (FN) or False Positive (FP) as defined below: 

When mutants were catalogued as TN, TP, FN or FP, the precision, recall, F1 and accuracy were obtained with 

the following Equations.  

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 

𝐹1 =
2 ∗ (𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙)

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 

6.2.1.2 Training strategy 

For the evaluation, two types of passenger profiles have been used: full day profile collected from a real 

building of Orona, and full day theoretical profile Figure 6.2 The real building is a 10-floor office building with 

six elevators in it and the entrance on the ground floor. 

 

Fig. 6.2: Real and theoretical full day profiles 

Three different scenarios have been established. In the first scenario, the training was performed with four 

test cases, which were obtained from field data in a real office installation maintained by Orona (the same 

real office installation used in our evaluation). We have executed the passenger profiles 5 times as the 

execution time varies slightly depending on the other tasks of the dispatcher.  

In the second scenario, the training was performed with four test cases, which were obtained from Elevate2, 

a passenger traffic simulation tool. The used profile was Siikonen full day traffic profile that is based on a 

sample multi-tenant office building in Paris [4]. Each test case was executed 5 times as response time can 

differ slightly in different executions.  

                                                      

2 https://www.peters-research.com/index.php/elevate 



 

   

In the third scenario, both of the training sets from the previous scenarios have been used. Therefore, four 

profiles collected from the field and four profiles collected from the theoretical profiles were used to train the 

model. Each of them was executed 5 times. The analysis of these three scenarios provided us information 

about how important is to obtain real field data to predict performance. 

In the cases where field data was used to train the algorithms, to avoid bias, we used the k-fold cross validation. 

This means that we did not use the same dataset for training as well as for testing.  

6.2.2 Analysis of the Results 

Table 6.1 summarizes the obtained results of the selected regression algorithms for the three considered 

scenarios. 

Table 6.1: Results summary for the different scenarios [Scenario 1, Scenario 2, Scenario3] 

 

From the results, it can be seen that Regression Tree, Ensemble and TRGP are overall algorithms showing 

best results. On the downside, SVM and Stepwiselm showed the worst precision, accuracy and F1 values for 

the three scenarios, despite having a higher recall value. This means that there were a high number of false 

positives, which results in a high number of mutants catalogued as failing when they should have been 

catalogued as non-failing. An insight behind the obtained results is that the problem to solve is non-trivial, as 

the SVM, which is commonly taken as a baseline algorithm to determine the difficulty of the problem, yields 

bad results. We can thus conclude the following: 

 Overall, Regression Tree, Ensemble and TRGP are the best algorithms for predicting performance 

problems in software updates in elevator dispatching algorithms, while SVM and Stepwiselm are not 

valid. 

Results for TRGP, Regression Tree and Ensemble seem promising when trained with field data, although the 

use of theoretical test data for training them seems to distort the recall, accuracy and F1 measures of the 

algorithms. We can thus obtain the following conclusion: 

 Results significantly differ depending on the training type used. Training them with field data is the 

best option, whereas the use of theoretical test data shall be further analysed. 

 

  



 

   

7 SUMMARY 

This deliverable extends the review that was made in [1] with additional deployment tools that already exist in 

the market. From this analysis, several tools have been selected as a baseline for the Adeptness deployment 

toolchain: Specifically, Jenkins has been selected as the automation server for the Adeptness Framework, 

whilst Docker Compose and Kubernetes are the basis for the Adeptness Deployment subsystem. 

The deployment subsystem follows the microservice oriented architecture defined in [5], and has been 

designed to be flexible to cover different use cases. When instantiated in the edge, where connectivity and 

security are crucial, the docker compose based approach suits well as the deployment orders flow from the 

deployment orchestrator in the cloud to the edge nodes through MQTT, and thus no proxy or firewall 

configuration is needed in the edge CPSoS. The security is also ensured as far as only certain type of 

microservice templates are allowed. When additional functionalities are needed (e.g., load balancing or fault 

tolerance), a flexible Kubernetes approach can be instantiated. 

The deployment subsystem executes a deployment plan specified as a json file, that basically allocates 

software artifacts to hardware nodes. The configuration of this deployment plan will be performed by TaaS 

(WP5), which is a web front end that provisions the required elements in the Stellio context broker and eases 

system configuration and management. 

The Monitoring subsystem is also microservice based and has been designed to easily configure (monitoring 

plan) the variables that must be monitored in the CPoS. It is flexible enough to be extended for different 

fieldbuses. For instance, in the Orona use case a CAN monitor shall be developed. Additionally, a trace library 

that allows to publish internal variables of the source code through MQTT. 

Finally, some AI based deployment mechanisms are proposed to guarantee the safe deployment of new 

software releases in operation. These techniques learn from historical data monitored in operation to conclude 

if a new software release is performing well in terms of resource consumption. This functionality could be 

linked to the recovery subsystem to perform the actual recovery in case of system malfunction. 
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